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The Hawks played hard after a lackluster start (especially Josh Smith) and Joe Johnson made some 
big shots. Jerry Stackhouse (!) balled like it’s 2001. The Hawks won, which can never be taken for 
granted in this league. 

•

But, honestly, that’s about all the praise I can muster for them after this one. •
The Hawks just made fewer blunders than the Cavs at winning time and escaped with a hard-fought-but-
fortunate W. “I thought we were dead in the water down six with two minutes to go,” Larry Drew said. “I 
guess the basketball gods were with us. We made plays to finish.” 

•

I guess that’s one way to think about it, but one of the basketball gods had a strong resemblance to 
Byron Scott. He decided not to foul before Joe tied it with a clean look from 25 feet in regulation. “We 
figured we would just play solid defense instead of taking the foul,” Scott said. 

•

Neither did the Cavs pressure, blitz, deny, trap or do anything to disrupt Joe on that shot, the 3 he made 
just before that or the short J he made near the end of overtime. Compare that to the way the Celtics 
absolutely would not let Joe have a chance to beat them late in the game Monday. 

•

I just can’t believe the Cavs didn’t do something, anything to prevent Joe from getting clean looks with 
the game on the line and neither could Joe: “I really was surprised that I caught it and turned and I was 
that wide open. All I could think about was getting it up.” 

•

Joe needed one screen to get in position for the game winner. Antawn Jamison appeared to consider 
helping when Joe got closer to the basket but then decided it was best to let him take an uncontested 12
-footer. “We gave them the game,” Scott said, and at least he included himself. 

•

Before all of that Drew had tried to one-up (one-down?) Scott by choosing not to to foul with the Cavs up 
89-88 and about a three-second differential between the game and shot clocks. Kyrie Irving blew by 
Kirk Hinrich for a layup to score with 5.4 seconds to go and actually could have ran off even more time 
and left the Hawks with maybe a second or so. 

•

“I thought about [fouling],” Drew said. “But I made the decision to go ahead and defend. I didn’t think 
they take a shot at the expiration of the shot clock. I thought we would get another opportunity.” 

•

Zaza Pachulia blew another important layup and this time he was even more wide open than he was at 
Denver. Zaza had a good game otherwise and is having a career season but finishing at the rim remains 
the big hole in his game. Sometimes he looks like he’d rather be fouled. 

•

Drew: “I told him, ‘Big fella, I’m going to continue to come to you and I have all the confidence in the 
world in you. You’ve blundered a couple but it doesn’t change the way I feel about you.” 

•

Bad: Joe needed 19 shots for 22 points. Good: He made big shots, made five of six free-throw attempts 
and had six rebounds, five assists against zero turnovers and two (!) blocked shots. 

•

Josh settled for Js late but I’m inclined to cut him slack. He had little help on the boards (13 of Atlanta’s 
26 defensive rebounds, four of its 11 offensive), was alone as usual defending the rim and nobody else 
was really making shots until Joe did so late in the game. 

•

Josh and some people around him think he takes too much flak from hometown fans. I don’t think that’s 
always true but it would be in this case if the focus is on his missed Js after had had nearly half his 
team’s rebounds, more than half of its free throws and played 51 minutes. “I’m tired as a mother
[bleeper],” he offered before hitting the showers. 

•

Once again the Hawks faced a bad team and, instead of smothering them with defense, went ahead and 
tried to trade baskets. At least the Nuggets are a good offensive team. There’s little excuse for the way 
the Cavs came out scoring so easily. “We didn’t come to play in the first quarter and it gave them 
confidence,” Drew said. “We offered no defensive resistance. They scored at will.” 

•

The Hawks picked it up in the second quarter by getting steals and running. Josh started it off with eight 
straight points on drives or free throws and then Stackhouse (!) kept it going with a flurry of steals, 
passes, and 3-pointers. 

•

The Hawks had a game by then, though. A (rare) good start to the third quarter wasn’t enough to shake 
the Cavs, and Irving had a lot to do with that. 

•

Irving’s talent + Jeff Teague’s typically blase pick-and-roll D + Kirk Hinrich’s declining 
footspeed=problems for the Hawks. 

•

At least Teague had 12 points (6 of 9 FG), seven assists, four steals and just one turnover. Hinrich was 
4 of 13 from the field with a couple short misses. 

•
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Willie Green returned after missing 10 games with back and hamstring injuries. He played 15 minutes. 
“It felt OK, not great,” he said. “It’s just about continuing to monitor it and hope it continues to get better. I 
want to continue to get in rhythm.” 

•

Drew said Ivan Johnson will return to play against the Nets Friday and Marvin Williams could return: 
“We hope to get some bodies back.” 

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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